Free & Open Internet

The free and open internet is a powerful tool for everyone fighting for social change and racial justice. But companies like AT&T, Comcast and Verizon — and their government allies — want to destroy it.

Net Neutrality

Net Neutrality keeps the internet free and open — enabling anyone to share and access information of their choosing without interference. Our Save the Internet campaign fights for Net Neutrality.

Internet Access

Affordable high-speed internet access is a necessity for our communities and central to our ability to connect, communicate and organize for justice.

Our Work on the Free & Open Internet

How can we keep the internet open and affordable for all? Why is access key to realizing a just society?
Join Us

as we challenge powerful corporations, hold policymakers accountable and mobilize millions.

How Can I Help?

Tell the Senate to Pass the Save the Internet Act

Tell Twitter: Dump White Supremacists

We need #PHONEJUSTICE

Tell Advertisers: It’s Time to Drop Fox

Make Prison-Phone Calls More Affordable
Help us fight for your rights to connect and communicate

MENTION
FCC's Net Neutrality Repeal Is Upheld, But With Caveats
October 1, 2019

MENTION
FCC Cannot Ban States From Passing Net Neutrality Laws, Appeals Court Rules
October 1, 2019

PRESS RELEASE
Voices for Internet Freedom Denounces Landmark Ruling in Mozilla v. FCC
October 1, 2019

PRESS RELEASE
Court Defers to FCC on Dismantling Net Neutrality for Now but Opens Door for States, Higher Courts and Congress to Act
October 1, 2019
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